
RUBRIC AND COMPARE AND CONTRAST ESSAY

The paper compares and contrasts points clearly, but the supporting information is general, and/or the points are basic.
The paper includes only the information.

The audience cannot continuously follow the argument. The conclusion contains an articulate closing
argument. Fair The concluding paragraph makes a point about the subjects for comparison or contrast, but it
does not unify or "wrap-up" the essay effectively. There is consistent tone and word choice is appropriate with
fairly good use of transitions to guide the reader. Overall Organization 15pts Excellent The details are in a
clear effective order and the author sticks to one pattern: subject-by-subject or point-by point. Delivery is
below par with room for improvement. Fair At least one topic sentence is not clear nor does it relate to the
thesis statement. Transitions are well used but lack variety which makes the essay monotonous. Includes a
vague thesis statement. Word choice The writer uses appropriate vocabulary which shows a thorough
understanding of the argument. The tone is inconsistent and word choice, while adequate, could be better.
Both subjects are given roughly the same space. Sentences are strong and expressive with varied structure.
Delivery is poor with a lot of breakages in speech. Details in the paragraphs are clear and specific, and there
are enough details to create vivid images for a thorough comparison or contrast. Thesis The thesis statement is
very conclusive with a lot of information presented. Grammar mechanics and spelling The author has no
grammatical shortfalls whatsoever. The provided points, however, are clear and reasonable. Body paragraphs
are well written with good transitions that align sentence structure and solid topic sentences. The introduction
is unclear and ineffective. The writer has a clear understanding of what the audience expect to gain from
reading his essay. Good The concluding paragraph unifies the essay around the subjects and the point used for
comparison or contrast, but it is not very engaging or interesting. The tone and purpose is inconsistent and
difficult to determine. The transitions smoothly move the reader from point to point clearly defining contrasts
and comparisons. Paragraphs do not have topic sentences nor any sentence structure. The presentation and
support of his or her points, however, do not comprehensively deal with the argument. The reader can barely
comprehend the subject let alone follow the argument. Good Each paragraph contains a topic sentence that
relates to the thesis statement.


